Abstract-Phrase translation pairs are very useful for bilingual lexicography, machine translation system, crosslingual information retrieval and many applications in natural language processing. There is phrase boundary information in parsing trees of sentences. Linguistics knowledge in translation lexicon and semantic lexicon, and statistics results from bilingual corpus can be used to align Chinese words and English words, which will provide alignment information for extracting phrase translation pairs. In this paper, we propose a new method to extract phrase translation pairs based on aligning Chinese words and English words in bilingual corpus with multiple alignment strategies. Experimental results indicate that the extracted phrase translation pairs achieve 63.07% at accuracy, when the new method is applied.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phrase translation pairs are very important translation knowledge in natural language processing, which can be used in a variety of applications such as bilingual lexicography [1] , machine translation system [2] and cross-lingual information retrieval [3] . Extraction of phrase translation pairs, is a task where phrases in source language and phrases in target language, which can be translated from and to each other, are extracted from word-aligned bilingual corpus.
The word-aligned bilingual corpus is an important knowledge source for many tasks in natural language processing. Word alignment is an object for indicating the corresponding words between source sentences and target sentences in bilingual corpus. Word alignment results can tells us which words in target sentence are linked to words in source sentence. An English-Chinese word alignment model based on bilingual lexicon and language knowledge is given, and it is built on the theory of formal optimal partition of the bilingual sentence pairs [4] . An approach of word alignment based on multi-grain model is proposed, where a bilingual sentence pair is split into blocks in different grains, and word alignments within each corresponding blocks are extracted, which will restrict the searching space of word alignment in the relatively accurate range and reduce the mapping errors [5] . A bootstrapping frame is designed, where the bilingual corpus is aligned based on translation dictionary, and translation dictionary is expanded based on word alignment results. The process goes on until the threshold is gotten [6] . A discriminative framework for word alignment based on the linear model is proposed, where all knowledge sources are treated as feature functions that depend on source sentences, target sentences, and the alignment results between them [7] . The linear combination of features gives an overall score to each candidate alignment, from which the best alignment is selected. A discriminative word alignment method based on CRF model is proposed for aligning Mongolian-English bilingual sentence pairs, which has the ability to use a large variety of features flexibly and to combine information from various knowledge sources [8] . An unsupervised expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is proposed to align the bilingual corpus [9] .
Many methods have been proposed for acquisition of phrase translation pairs. John proves that finding optimal phrase alignment is NP-hard, and the problem of finding an optimal alignment can be cast as an integer linear program [10] . A hierarchical phrase alignment method has been proposed, which is used to extract equivalent phrases hierarchically from a bilingual corpus even though they belong to different language families [11] . Zhang builds a mutual information matrix to represent a bilingual sentence pair. Box-shaped region whose mutual information values are similar with each others is looked upon as a phrase translation pair [12] . In bilingual sentence pairs, English statistical dependency parser is used to determine dependency relations between English base phrases, and Japanese statistical dependency parser is utilized to determine dependency relations between Japanese base phrases. Then English base phrases and Japanese base phrases are paired with their translations [13] . Philip uses a widely practised approach to get word alignments from two directions including source to target and target to source. Intersection operation and union operation can be applied to get refined word alignments with pre-designed heuristics. With this refined word alignment, target candidate phrases will be extracted for a given source phrase in the target sentence by searching the left and right projected boundaries [14] . Dependency structures for source sentences and target sentences are obtained, which are then aligned, and structural translation correspondences are extracted from the resulting alignment [15] . Zhao proposes an algorithm for extracting phrase translation pairs, which does not need explicit word alignment results. Bilingual lexicon-based evaluation score, fertility score and center distortion score are computed for aligning source phrases and target phrases [16] . Source parsing tree and target sentence are aligned based on the word alignment results [17] . At the same time, translation literality, alignment probability, and length difference are used for select phrase translation pairs which are considered to be correct semantically. Zettlemoyer presents a technique for selecting phrase translation pairs to be included in translation tables based on their estimated quality according to a translation model [18] . Vogel treats phrase alignment as a sentence splitting process which is to find the boundaries of the target phrase for a given source phrase, so that alignment lexicon probability for the overall sentence under this splitting process is optimal [19] .
In this paper, we propose a new method to extract phrase translation pairs from Chinese-English bilingual corpus by applying the technology of parsing analysis and the method of multiple-strategy word alignment. Experimental results show that after the new method is applied, accuracy of extracted phrase translation pairs achieves 63.07%.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the word alignment method based on multiple strategies including lexicon similarity, translation similarity, semantic similarity and co-occurrence is described in section II. Phrase alignment method based on multiple-strategy word alignment is proposed in section III. Experimental results are given in section IV. Conclusions of this paper are given in section V.
II. WORD ALIGNMENT WITH THE COMBINATION OF MULTIPLE STRATEGIES
There are lots of linguistic knowledge in translation lexicon and semantic lexicon. Statistics information can be gotten from bilingual corpus. Linguistic knowledge and statistics information are very useful for align Chinese words and English words in bilingual sentence pairs. Lü combines lexicon similarity, translation similarity, semantic similarity and co-occurrence to measure the alignment degree between Chinese words and English words in bilingual corpus, and they are described as follows [20] .
Bilingual lexicon is the most direct source of linguistic knowledge for evaluating the similarity between sourcetarget word pairs. Based on bilingual lexicon, lexicon similarity SimL(c, e) can be computed to measure the similarity between Chinese word c and English word e. SimL(c, e) is 1 when English word e is a translation of Chinese word c, or Chinese word c is a translation of English word e. Otherwise SimL(c, e) is 0.
Although English word e does not appear in lexicon translations of any Chinese word, there are common parts between c and lexicon translations of e. Translation similarity SimT(c, e) can be utilized to measure the similarity between Chinese word c and English word e. SimT(c, e) is computed as formula (1) describes.
(1)
Here, DT(e) is the set containing all Chinese translations of English word e in bilingual lexicon, and d∩c denotes common Chinese words which d and c all contains. |X| is the number of words in X.
Tonyi cilin is a Chinese semantic lexicon. Tonyi Cilin and English-Chinese translation lexicon are combined to compute semantic similarity between c and e. Semantic similarity SimS(c, e) is computed in formula (2).
Here, DT(e) is the set containing all Chinese translations of English word e in bilingual lexicon, and Classof(X) is the set containing all sense code of Chinese word X in Tonyi Cilin. SDist(S m , S n ) is the distance between S m and S n .
Asso(c, e) measures the similarity between Chinese word c and English word e in terms of co-occurrence, and it can be calculated by X 2 [1] . Asso(c, e) can be computed in a large number of bilingual sentence pairs.
SimL(c, e) is applied to align Chinese words and English words in a bilingual sentence pair firstly. Secondly, SimT(c, e) is used to align those Chinese words and English words which are not aligned. Thirdly, SimS(c, e) is utilized to align those Chinese words and English words which are not aligned. Lastly, Asso(c, e) is applied to align those Chinese words and English words which are not aligned.
III. EXTRACTING PHRASE TRANSLATION PAIRS
In parsing tree with phrase category, nodes are organized hierachically. Nodes describe the syntactic structures of phrases, which are categorized into base phrases and complex phrases. Complex phrases are made up of base phrases nestedly. There are phrase boundaries in parsing tree. When Chinese sentence is analyzed and English sentence is analyzed, we can get Chinese parsing tree and English parsing tree. There is the correspondence between Chinese words and English words in a bilingual sentence pair. The correspondences between word pairs can provide the information for aligning syntactic nodes in Chinese parsing tree with syntactic nodes in English parsing tree. Then syntactic nodes in two parsing trees can be matched. Syntactic nodes are corresponded with syntactic phrases. When Chinese parsing tree is traced, Chinese syntactic phrases are obtained and corresponding English syntactic phrases are also gotten according to the matching results of two parsing trees. When Chinese syntactic phrase is used as source part and the corresponding English syntactic phrase is utilized as target part, a phrase translation pair will be obtained.
For a bilingual sentence pair (C, E), the steps of aligning Chinese parsing tree and English parsing tree is shown as follows:
(1)Chinese words in C and English words in E are aligned with the multiple-strategy word alignment method mentioned in section II. Extract word links between C and E from word alignment results.
(2)Parse Chinese sentence C and CT is the parsing tree of C. Parse English sentence E and ET is the parsing tree of E. There may be translation boundary conflicts between different syntactic nodes with the same height in Chinese parsing tree. It is shown in Figure 1 . . (4) There are translation correspondences in bilingual sentence pairs. For example, equivalent word pairs, phrase translation pairs, and bilingual sentence pairs. So, there should not be translation boundary conflicts between syntactic nodes with the same height in Chinese parsing tree. In order to acquire more translation knowledge, we should be sure that the number of phrase translation pairs extracted from every layer of Chinese parsing tree is the largest and the extent to which these phrase translation pairs cover English sentence is the biggest.
Here, translation association degree δ is used to describe the translation boundary conflicts between syntactic nodes with the same height. 
Translation boundary conflicts are solved top-down in Chinese parsing tree. The algorithm of solving boundary conflicts is shown as follows:
1. Initialization, t=0, IsExist=0, A=Ф, B=Ф. 2. While (t<the height of CT) ①All non-leaf syntactic nodes whose heights are t in CT, are collected into the set A. ②SP and δ of nodes in set A are computed respectively according to formula (4) and formula (5). ③If there is node whose δ is larger than 0, then IsExist is set to 1. Otherwise, IsExist is set to 0. ④While(IsExist) CT t1 [1, 3] CT t2 [2, 5] CT t3 [4, 7] CT t4 [6, 9] The correspondence between Chinese parsing tree and English parsing tree is shown in Figure 2 . This kind of phrase translation pairs is very useful in machine translation, bilingual lexicography, and translation ordering model. This is because that there are correspondences of morphology, part of speech, semantics and syntax between its source part and target part. For example, we can get the template of translation ordering 'VO+的+ng->BNP+PP'.
IV. EXPERIMENT
81204 Chinese-English bilingual sentence pairs from traveling field are collected to acquire phrase translation pairs. The performance of bilingual corpus is described in Table I .
Chinese parser tool is used to analyze Chinese sentence in bilingual corpus, and its parsing tree is gotten. English parser tool is applied to analyze English sentence in bilingual corpus, and its parsing tree is obtained. Here, Chinese parser tool [21] and English parser tool are developed by MOE-MS Key Laboratory of Natural Language Processing and Speech in Harbin Institute of Technology. Their performances are shown in Table II . Multiple strategies of word alignment are combined to align Chinese words and English words in bilingual sentence pairs, as described in section II. At the same time, the phrase alignment method proposed in section III is used to match syntactic nodes between Chinese parsing tree and English parsing tree based on the results of word alignment. Then Chinese parsing trees are traced topdown, Chinese syntactic nodes are gotten. The corresponding English syntactic nodes are obtained according to the matching results. Chinese syntactic phrase is used as source part and English syntactic phrase is utilized as target part. Then phrase translation pairs are obtained. There are 30 categories of syntax labels. Phrase translation pairs are categorized according to syntactic labels. They are shown in Table III .
In order to compare the performance of the proposed method in this paper, we collect 1000 bilingual sentence pairs as testing data from these 81204 Chinese-English ones. Two groups of experiments have been conducted on testing data. Chinese parser tool is used to analyze Chinese sentence and English parser tool is used to analyze English sentence in these 1000 bilingual sentence pairs. In Experiment 1, lexicon similarity SimL(c, e) is applied to align Chinese-English bilingual sentence pairs in testing data firstly, as described in section II. According to the lexicon-based word alignment results, English translations of Chinese syntactic phrases are obtained, and phrase translation pairs are gotten. In Experiment 2, multiple strategies of word alignment including lexicon similarity SimL(c, e), translation similarity SimT(c, e), semantic similarity SimS(c, e) and co-occurrence Asso(c, e) are applied to align Chinese words with English words step by step in bilingual sentence pairs of testing data firstly. Based on the results of multiple-strategy word alignment, English translations of Chinese syntactic phrases are obtained, and phrase translation pairs are gotten. Because the same Chinese parser has been applied to analyze Chinese sentences of bilingual sentence pairs in testing data, the same 4127 Chinese phrases have been acquired in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Because the different methods of phrase alignment have been used, we may extract different English translations for the same Chinese phrase in 2 groups of experiments. Then two human annotators will manually annotate these phrase translation pairs. If English phrase can interpret semantically Chinese phrase in a phrase translation pair, it is annotated as a positive instance. Otherwise it is viewed as a negative instance. We design accuracy to measure the quality of extracted phrase translation pairs. The computation of accuracy is shown in formula (6). Table IV .
From Table IV, we can find that when multiple strategies of word alignment including SimL(c, e), SimT(c, e), SimS(c, e) and Asso(c, e) are applied to align Chinese words and English words step by step in bilingual sentence pairs, and Chinese syntactic node is matched with English syntactic node based on the results of word alignment, the accuracy of phrase translation pairs extracted in Experiment 2 is 63.07%. But accuracy of phrase translation pairs extracted in Experiment 1 is only 39.11%. This is because that translation lexicon can only cover a little language phenomenon. We can find that there are no corresponding English phrases for lots of Chinese phrases in Experiment 1. After SimT(c, e), SimS(c, e) and Asso(c, e) are applied to the alignment process step by step, more Chinese words and English words will be aligned. So, we can find corresponding English translations for more Chinese phrases in testing data. 
V. CONCLUSION

